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The Classic 'V'  

Issue No.145 August 1998  

The Newsletter of The M.G. "Y" Type Register  

Dear John. 

A "wanted" advert for a ''YA'' master cylinder in the last issue of ''TCY' prompted me to 
inform Mr.Austin of 21 company. here In Holland. who specialises in all brake parts. I have 
obtained wheel cylinders for my 'ryA" from them and they are superb! They are made from 
bronze castings machined to 8 high standard and 8re reasonably priced. 

The company, C & C of B88rlo~ are hoping to make lin initial batch of 10 master cylinders 
shortly. i1 enough interest is shown. They will not be exact repiiClls~ but the overali 
dimensions and mounting flange etc. will be the same. Also. the provision of a remote 
reservoir. if required. will be available. Anyone interested ClIO conUld. me at  

. The Netherlands. 

Rob Silk. 

New'!Stetter EdltorlRegistr2lr: J.G.lawson,  liverpool, 
U.K. Spares Secretary (Hew Spares): A.8rier. . York. 

U.K. Sp2res Co-ordinator (Second-hand Spares): D;Mullen,  Liverpool, 
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M.G. VIS TOURER  
The pundits will be very quick. to point out that the factory never produced a laurer version of 
the YB saloon. However, the W8" in this case represents the MGB components used in what 
has become a very reliable highway cruiser and competition special. The car is very much a 
wolf in sheep's clothing , but I am sure cecil Kimber would have built a simi lar car if he and 
the parts had been there at the time. 

This story begins in the mid-seventies with two little children who found it increasingly difficult 
to squeeze into the back of our 1950 TO; so what better than a Y Tourer. A very dilapidated 
and dismantled YT was available with TO running gear, no engine and gearbox and. of 
course, standard options with "Y" Types. no spare wheel compartment, boot or sills. 

From the outset the car had to have the reliability of a modem M.G. and the capacity to 
cruise all day at 70 m.p.h. and not brea k a crankshaft. The extra performance was icing on 
the cake. The bottom line, IT had to be all M.G .. look like a Yr, and structural changes had to 
be kept to a minimum and be capable of being restored to original. 

An MGB 18V series engine with 4-synchro 0.0. gearbox was fitted to the standard "Y'" front 
engine mount by fabricating a new "U· shaped bracket. Tile engine was positioned as low as 
possible with only 15mm of clearance between the front comers of the engine and the front 
cross member, and Similar between the back of the engine and firewall. A section of the 
tubular chassis member that supports the gearbox was removed and relocated a little lower, 
and a bracket was fabricated to support the "\I" configuration of the gearbox mount. Lowering 
of the gearbox was necessary to give a direct line to the back axle. The overall location 
brings the gearstick stightly aft of below the dashboard - ju~ right. and the only structural 
change required to the wnole car including bodywork.. However, a new gearbox cover, 
tailshaft cover and toeboard were fabricated to accomf!1odate the larger .gearbox and 
overdrive; this also means new floor board support rails and floor boards. A shortened 
WolseJey 4144 tallshaft completed the drive train. The few original bits that came with the car 
were put aside. 

The rear axle is standard MGB wire wheel banjo type, with standard "Y" springs. The axle 
tube spring mounts were removed and new ones were fabricated incorporating Jackal! and 
Panhal'd rod mounting points; these were refrtted 12mm further out eacll side to 
accommodate the wider "Y" spring spacing. 50mm spacer block;s are required to retain fide 
height. These could be built into the spring mounts but spacers enable adjustment . The 
backing plates were refitted to their opposite sides and rotated so that the hand brake levers 
line up In the original position for the "Y" Type. Lengthening the handbrake levers Improves 
mechanical advantage. The original hand brake Is retained and cables made to suit. Not 
having original rear dampers, Mini front gas telescopics were used and brackets fabricated 
wtlic.h used the original chassis mount holes to locate them in the vertical position. 

The front suspension employs standard "Y" bottom wishbones and spring pans with MGB 
lever dampers, king pin assemblies and dIsc brakes. The springs are shortened MGB units. 
The only work. required to fit the MGB bits is to drill two new holes for the dampers. The 
outboard holes are further apart and also foul the lOP of the spring, therefore a 10mm plate is 
sandwiched between the top of the spring and the underside of the crossmember which itself 
is drilled and lapped with captive threads. M.G. ·Midget tie-rods ftt directly to the "Y" rack. and 
pinion and are the right length to pick up the -6- steering arm and ball Joint. The other 
addition to the front end, to control that body roll, is a 24mm anti-sway bar. Mounting 
brackets and Nolathane bushes are off the shelf from a good suspension ShOp. 

continued after photo page.... 
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Brakes, as previously mentioned, are standard MGB, and because a clutch master cylinder 
was also required, the original and almost non-existent pedal box was removed and an MGB 
one welded into position upside down. A friendly machinist made a new and longer pedal 
shaft to sun the new pedal spacings. and a supporting bush was fitted at the inboard end. The 
clulch and brake pedals (standard "Y1 are now further apart, operating MGB master 
cylinders. In hindsight, an MGA twin-cylinder unit would have been a better option , but they 
don't grow on trees. 

Retuming to under the bonnel, the original MGB twin S.U. carnies were initially used, with ZB 
Magnette air deaner manifold and oil bath air cleaner - to give the engine bay a period 
appearance and confuse the experts. The front of the manifold required a large chamfer to fIt 
inside the bonnet side. but R was thought this may have been restriCling air now to the front 
carnie. Recently, long sweeping induction lubes were fabricated by son luke (one of the kids 
who was supposed to occupy the back. seat; but he was 20 before R was finished in 1992!). 
These accommodate a 45QCOE sidedraft Weber caroie that is located over the rocker box. 
This configuration works extremely well, lookS fantastic, and the ~petrol heads" nod almost 
speechlessly in approval. The exhaust system is standard MGB. 

The "petrol heads" continue to be amazed when the other side of the engine is exposed and 
they notice that the distributor is sitting up on top of a nicely curved metal stalk. You can hear 
their brains wooong overtime; ~yes, it's driven with an 8mm flexible cable~, I admit, and put 
them at ease. The cable runs in a spiral outer like a large speedo cable, which in tum is 
supported within the outer tube. This wonderful little duvalaky (invention) was required 
because, with the engine in its low position, the steering column passed straight through the 
distributor cap - not the ideal location. Because cable whip was 'anticipated with points 
ignition, this was replaced at the outset with an Allison pointJess electronic ignition. This 
combination has been faultless for 35,000 miles. Yes, the cable becomes a little sloppy after 
abOut 10,000 miles, but the electronic ignition copes well with any variation and maximum 
advance is set at 32 deg. rather than worry about static or idle timing . 

Because clearance for the steering column was still tight, the origInal was replaced wnh a 
solid rod splined at the bottom end, where an MGB universal joint made the connection to 
the "Y" rack. The top end, inside the car, paSSes through a nylon bushed outer and a TC 
spline to accept a 8rooklands steering wheel. 

Continuing under the bonnet. the standard "Y'" radiator was used, but the large central 
opening in the header lank was blanked off and a smaller opening was fitted 10 the offside 
and the bottom outlet moved to the nearside. The water pump fan was removed (no room), 
and a small electric, thermostatica1fy oontrolled fan was fitted in front of the radiator behind 
the grille. as was the oil oooler. This required making a new headlight support bar with a large 
semi-circular bend to support the electrtc fan. The cooling system is not pressurised, but the 
radiator cap is a positive seal and a small catch tank on the overtlow keeps water loss 
negligible. The engine steady assembly is sImply a bracket, very slmilar to the original, but 
not as high, with a thick rubber block. through-bolted to the "un shaped engine mounting 
bracket. and with rubber bushes under the bolt head and nut. 

For the eleClrics, an intemally-regulated alternator was used and the anginal regulator served 
as a junction box. A on~off wiring loom, complete with cotton braiding for a touch of 
originality, was made, with engine electrics on the offside; this included 0.0. wiring, 
indicators, and an extra wire to the rear for a modem rotary gear fuel pump. The original S.U. 
pump remained just for show and emergencies. All-chrome 8-inch headUghts (they look 
much better than 7s on a Tourer) with modem quartz bulbs were fitted, and at the rear for 
safety's sake, mOdem plastic lenses were cut-'n'-shut and moulded into two extended ~O~ 
shape lamps to Include stopltaillreverselindicator functions, using festoon bulbs. Not having 
the oliginal column hom button or floor dip swnch, a TC/D-type hom and dip ~itch was 
mounted under the dash on the R.H. side together with the 0.0. swtcch. TIle indicator switch 
was also under the daSh, immediately above the gearstick. 

cont'd .... 
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The layout of the dash is original in appearance except that TD2 speedo' and tacho' are used 
together with a dual oil pressure/water temp' gauge. The tacho' has electronic innards and an 
in-line reduction box is fitted to the speedO' cable to correct cable turns, the result being two 
very accurate and serviceabte instruments. 

The colour scheme for the car was decided many years ago when twO grey leather hides 
were acquired at Ule right price. The doors are in the original pattern with pockets; however 
Ule seats have 2-inch pleats all over, which is far more interesting than the original style. 
More recently the front seats, although comfortable in a straight line, were replaced WITh 
ergonomic seats with adjustable slides and rake that did not rock 'n' roll around every comer; 
these made a big difference to the drivability of the car. With a grey interior, the exterior had 
to be dark blue. The final selection was 19405 "Packard Blue Ught", selected because H: did 
not nave the redness of a navy blue. The finishing touch was 15" x 5" 50-spoke centre-laced 
chrome wire wheels that were especially built for the car so that the wheels sat just inside the 
wings. The spare wheel was also designed to fit the very narrow space available by keeping 
the wheel centre in line with the 4-inch rim and fitting a 1S x 135 Michelin tyre used on 
Renaults; rt easily fits into the original storage space. 

The car was finally finished literally the night before heading off on a 4,500-mHe round trip to 
Tasmania for the '92 National Meeting. Since then it has made the trip across the Nultarbor 
and back in '93 and '96 and has now completed 35,000 miles. It is now about to make the trip 
to Tassie again at Easter e98). Top speed is just over 90 m.p.h. and standing quarter mile, 
loaded, takes 18 secs. As a package the car looks fantastic, is a real buzz to drive, and does 
everything it was hoped it would do and more - w~ the trophies to prove IT! 

This project has very much been a family affaIr and would not have been completed without 
the help and motivation from the two kids, Luke and Rachael, who were supposed to sit in 
the back. but fortunately grew up with M.G.s in their blood and were of great assistance. Also, 
my wife Barbara, who rubbed her fingers to the bone sanding panels, made and fllted a lot of 
the interior trim, and kept us going with cups of coffee and meals at all hours. She also 
allowed me 10 use the holy of holies, the lounge room, to store the painted panels and as an 
assembly area for the windscreen, side curtains, bonnet and all the chrome goodies etc. 
Thanks gang. 

Richard Prior,  
  

Western Australia.  

Editor's comments: The car described and illustrated in this excellent arlicle is YIT 3208 
(Register No.S28). At least seven more "Y" Types have been ntted with B.M.e. "B~ Serles 
engines at one time or another to our knowledge (not all of them MGB van'ants of that 
engine). To solve the problem of the steering column fouling the distributor, one owner re-
routed the steering column by employing several sections universally-jointed together. This 
difficulty may explain the origin of the LH.D. V-Type which took part in last year's Peking to 
Paris Challenge (St:Ie Register News this issue for more details). In order to get around the 
problem of the c1istributor/steering column clash, the car may well have been converted to 
LH.D. 
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REGISTER NEWS 

Miles Harris recently told me of a nyu rrype which had apparently taken 
part in, and even finished, the Peking to Paris Challenge which took place 
in September last year. He kindly W'eJ1t out of his way to obtain for me two 
rragazine articles \lhUch describe the car but, before I pass on all the 
"gen", a brief resume of the ny" 'rype M.G.'s past associations with this 
marathon route are in order I I th.ink:. 

When I first met Paul and Maggie Graffham in High wy=mbe teck in 1977, 
after I'd just l:=ght my YB, they <o>ere b.lsy preparing one of their three 
"y" Types for a proJXlS€d Peking to Paris (or the other way arourrl) event. 
'Ihis nust have been to nark the 70th armiverscny of the original, I 
~, \o1hereas last year 's "successful" ba,sh marked the 90th. For 
whatever reason, the 1977 effort did not go ahead . 'lhe follCMing year we 
had Sidney Perelnan's attempt to drive his YT fran Paris to Pek..i.n;J (see 
=125, "The Surday Ti.=s" of 3/ 9/18 and 23/ 12/19, "Safety Fast" of 21/ 92 
am the lx>ok "S.J .PerelIzan - a life" by L'orothy Hermann). mer the next 
20 years or 	so there continue:! to be nrrnours of Peki.n;r to Paris (or vice 
versa) :runs 	being organised rut, as far as I am aware, it took until last 
year for all the pieces tD fall into ,place and for an event acb.lally to 
get off the grourxl. vru.ch is ~ our (much-m:x:li.fied) llyn Type c:x:!JeS in. 

1l1i.s yellow and black bro-tone (bl ack wims & running boards) car is 
descril:ed as a YB in the magazine articles I have seen. It has '..mat 
appears to be a D..Itch licence plate, IILM.94. 9511 , carried canpetition No.49 
for the rally, arrl was driven by Mrs. Lisa l<1okgieters-lankers with James 
Wheildon as co-driver. l<n<::Mn ro::xii.fications were the fitting of a 1,6220:: 
UBI! Series E!Njine from an M:;A, in place of the XP/oLi, an::i M:;A front disc 
brakes. The car broke down in Tibet and suffered rear axle oil seal leaks 
and a holed fuel tank during the rally. 'lhe rrost serious IJreak!Joon 
oocurred in Iran, .mere ~yota Corolla big-end sbells had to be fitted to 
see the car on its way again. Eventually, the lIy ll finished in 40th place 
overall (out of 96 s:tarters), and 7th in class. 

As mentioned arove, the car is descril:e::l as a "YE Special", l:ut J;i1otoS 
show it to be L.H.D. Only one L.H.D. YB is known to have been Wilt -
YBjEXLNA/0794, tho\>;Jht to still exist in the U.S.A. More likely, then, 
perh.aps this is one of the Dutch L.H.D. ~ or, because of difficulties 

"811rerou:ti.rg the steerin:;J column arot.rrrl the distrirutor of the Series 
en:;P.ne (see Richard Prior's article on the previous pages), it was decided 
to convert the car to L.H.D. in order to solve the ptTIblem. Whatever, this 
car has been allocated No .1300 on our Register. Any hope of finding out 
its chassis 	l1l.mIber? 

SPARES WANTED 

020798 	 'IW:J little ashtrays far back of front seats , ~lete. 
Contact: K.H.Borchers,  , Gernany. 
Tel:  
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BOOK REVIEW 

"Rallying in a Works M.G." by Len Shaw 

published by Magna Press, 1997, ISBN 0 9519423 4 4, £19.95, limited run of750 copies . 

Way back in 1983 your editor received a lener from Len Shaw (see TCY59, 10183) giving a brief 
resume of bis rallying exploits in "Y" Types. Had I not been, as they say in these pans, "100 slow to 
catcb cold", I wouJd have taken up Len's invitation to go down and visit him in Bromsgrove. learn 
more, and see his collection of photographs and trophies eu:. Alas, I did Dol follow up on this 
opportunity and soon afterwards the MG. Car Club "rediscovered" Len and his exploits (vide. for 
instance, "Saft ty Fast ~ 0[09/94, which features Len's f amous fB, "/iM0909", in glorious coloor on 
the fronl cover). 

Never judge a book by ilS cover, they say. and io this case one ' could justifiably add, ~ot by its 
thickness, size and price, either" . The first impression I had when unpacking my copy was that there 
was precious little for my £20. A thin, hardbacked volume of just under 100 pages with a somewbat 
strange, quirky. painting of "HM0909" on its cover. Of course, I understand full well the economics 
involved here; the "yo' Type will always be a "m.io.ority subject" and this is probably the only way in 
which enthusia.sts are ever likely to see this material in book form. Moreover, the book also contains 
the story of Leo's exploits with the ZA Magnette and a Series II Morris Minor and the second ~half' is 
"padded out" with short production histories of the tbIee typeS. These, strangely, are written by 
anonymous conlnbutors.. MG. Car Club influence shows throughout the book and jt would be 
interesting to know who wrote the short "Y"' Type production history - this contains several 
interesting factory photos, some of which do not even app::ar in "Let There Be Y s·. 

On the whole, grammar, spelling and punctuation are accurate throughout. a feature which is 
surprising in ilseif these days; but did we have to suffer that modem abomination, the adulteration of 
the noun "source~ iruo a verb in the production hiSlory section? - this is something, I have no doubt, 
that Len himself'P.'Ould not have wriue.n. 

To go back to the first part of the 000k. though. wheTcin Len descnbes his rallying exploits, we find a 
very nice selection of pholOS of "Y"s in action: "GJW665", "0WL543" (did Betty Haig and Barbara 
MarshaU always wear those dnfIle coats?), ''HNT720" and '1-JM.0909". What makes the book even 
more attractive are the many varied "side illustrations~ complementing the text - rally documentation, 
copies of correspondence, p.mod advertisements etc. Len Shaw is very complimentary about the "Y" 
l)'PC, stressing again and again its competitiveness and development p>tential, and especially when 
compared to the "ZH Type Magnctte. This is heartwarming to read and should have been said many, 
many yean ago. Dave Lawrence. I know, will be interested to read Len's recollections as to the colour 
of "OWL543", and Dave Mullen will be delighted to find his favourite word, ~perforce" , used on page 
65' 

This book woald make a good companion 10 "An MG. Experience" by Dick Jacobs on any "Y'" 
enthusiast's shelf: though the two volumes are entirety dissimilar in size and shape. In short, the mix 
and variety of illust:nnions p:ac1red into these 90~ pages is what makes this book a veritable jewel -
one not to be missed by any "Y" devotee. In the end. 1was even wanning to the cover illustration! 

lGL. 
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